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The Awesome Aquarium Mystery Awesome Mystery
Christina, Grant, Mimi, and Papa head to the big city of Atlanta, Georgia, to explore the
creepy Underground past and the high tech global future, but someone ends up
stranded on a giant stone ear-really!-in a mystery that will really blow you away!Look
What's Inside This Mystery - people, places, history and more! Places in Atlanta:
Westin Peachtree Plaza Hotel Five Points Underground Atlanta The Fox Theatre Krispy
Kreme Wren's Nest CNN Center Piedmont Park Atlanta Botanical Gardens Mary Mac's
Tea Room Fernbank Museum of Natural History Cyclorama Zoo Atlanta Auburn
Avenue World of Coca-Cola Stone Mountain Lenox Mall The Varsity Turner Field
Oakland Cemetery Georgia Tech Capitol Building The High Museum of Art Dahlonega
Pitch Tree Trail Sandtown Trail Zero Mile Post and the Western and Atlantic Railroad
Storza WoodsEducational Items: Margaret Mitchell Gone with the Wind North Georgia
Gold Rush Atlanta history Creek Indians The Civil War General Sherman The Battle of
Atlanta Brer Rabbit Joel Chandler Harris News production (at CNN) Life of Martin
Luther King, Jr. 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games Thrashersville The Nutcracker The
Arabian Nights Southern food Soul food Atlanta Crackers Atlanta Braves Sweet Auburn
neighborhood Periodic table of ElementsPeople: Solomon Luckie Sherlock Holmes
Robert E. Lee Jefferson Davis Stonewall Jackson Priscilla the Pink Pig ZorroThis
mystery incorporates history, geography, culture and cliffhanger chapters that keep kids
begging for more! This mystery includes SAT words, educational facts, fun and humor,
a scavenger hunt and activities. This Carole Marsh Mystery will have Accelerated
Reader Reading Levels, Lexile Measures, Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Levels
and Developmental Reading Assessments Levels.
Do great white sharks hunt humans? Can a great white eat a boat? Are great white
sharks cold-blooded killers? Take a trip to the ocean's depth to learn the truth about
these infamous creatures. From the most current information on their swimming habits
and ancient ancestors to details about their conveyor belt of teeth, armored skin and
super senses, kids will be fascinated by these amazing creatures. Special sidebars
offer extra information on what it's like to dive in a shark cage, how to measure a great
white, and its different nicknames around the world. Over 50 full-color photographs
including a gigantic shark gatefold bring the informative text alive and will thrill budding
marine biologists. Includes a detailed glossary, bibliography and index.
When you purchase the Library Bound mystery you will receive FREE online eBook
access! Carole Marsh Mystery Online eBooks are an easy, effective, and immediate
way to read your favorite Carole Marsh Mystery on the go! Each web-hosted Online
eBook is filled with the same exact pages as the book, plus additional features like
pages that ÒflipÓ with a fun sound as you read, a full chapter directory, full-screen and
thumbnail viewing capabilities, and more! ¥ Online eBooks allow readers to access their
book anytime, from anywhere - by using a computer, tablet, or other device with
Internet access. ¥ They require NO additional access or hosting fees - When you
purchase a library bound Carole Marsh Mystery book, you get unlimited access to the
Online eBook version for FREE. ¥ You don't need to download Online eBooks - they
are available to you online 24/7! ¥ Online eBooks are available exclusively from
Gallopade, and are compatible with Macs, PC, iPad, and other devices with Internet
access. You belong in a zoo! Christina tells her brother Grant with a grin. But grins soon
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turn to grimaces as Mimi, Papa, Christina and Grant head for the zoo and find that
there's trouble in Paradise! A mystery is afoot, but whose foot is it...well, you'll just have
to read the story to see! Learn zoo animal fact and trivia along the way! Like all of
Carole Marsh's Mysteries, this mystery incorporates history, geography, culture and
cliffhanger chapters that will keep kids begging for more! This mystery includes SAT
words, educational facts, fun and humor, built-in book club and activities. Below is the
Reading Levels Guide for this book: Grade Levels: 3-6 Accelerated Reader Reading
Level: 4.7 Accelerated Reader Points: 2 Accelerated Reader Quiz Number: 114992
Lexile Measure: 720 Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Level: P Developmental
Assessment Level: 38
The Alden children are on vacation at an aquarium in Florida. The Boxcar Children will
feed the penguins, swim with dolphins, and come face-to-face with a great white shark!
The shark draws crowds and thrills the park's visitors. But the Aldens soon discover
that the shark is in danger—someone at the park wants it gone. The Boxcar Children are
determined to fish out the crook before it's too late for the shark.
Looks at mysteries and puzzles of the twentieth century, including strange
disappearances, paranormal phenomena, mysteries of modern science, and
mysterious deaths.
The pleasant atmosphere at a dude ranch darkens with the unwelcome appearance of
an ex-Hollywood western star who enjoys causing trouble. Money issues, secrets from
the past, and a star-struck young woman provide plenty of motives for the Sheriff when
a murder occurs. "The dude ranch was well-run-the scenery was magnificent-but
suggestions of tragedy were in the clear mountain air. The appearance of Spike
Noland, "Lothario of the Lariat" and ex-Hollywood actor, brought to light secrets hidden
for many years. An old murder charge in which the ranch owner had been involved
draws guests and friends into the circle of events, as Noland lives up to his reputation
as a 'bad' performer. A smoothly written mystery, its plot is completely developed and
its characters are neither bizarre nor trite." (F.A.P., Rochester, NY, Democrat and
Chronicle, 1955) Murder in Jackson Hole was first published in 1955. For additional
classic crime fiction, visit CoachwhipBooks.com.
An Internal Affairs detective pursues the vigilante cops who murdered his brother. Will
he choose a love that cannot be consummated? Or will he choose guilt, vengeance and
his own brand of vigilante justice?
"The irresistible enthusiasm of Great Adaptations couldn’t come at a better
time."—David P. Barash, Wall Street Journal "Be very amazed."—Carl Safina, author of
Beyond Words and Becoming Wild How one scientist unlocked the secrets behind
some of nature’s most astounding animals From star-nosed moles that have supersensing snouts to electric eels that paralyze their prey, animals possess unique and
extraordinary abilities. In Great Adaptations, Kenneth Catania presents an entertaining
and engaging look at some of nature’s most remarkable creatures. Telling the story of
his biological detective work, Catania sheds light on the mysteries behind the behaviors
of tentacled snakes, tiny shrews, zombie-making wasps, and more. He shows not only
how studying these animals can provide deep insights into how life evolved, but also
how scientific discovery can be filled with adventure and fun. Beginning with the starnosed mole, Catania reveals what the creature’s nasal star is actually for, and what
this tells us about how brains work. He explores how the deceptive hunting strategy of
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tentacled snakes leads prey straight to their mouths, how eels use electricity to control
other animals, and why emerald jewel wasps make zombies out of cockroaches. He
also solves the enigma of worm grunting—a traditional technique in which earthworms
are enticed out of the ground—by teaming up with professional worm grunters. Catania
demonstrates the merits of approaching science with an open mind, considers the role
played by citizen scientists, and illustrates that most animals have incredible, hidden
abilities that defy our imagination. Examining some strange and spectacular creatures,
Great Adaptations offers a wondrous journey into nature’s grand designs.
In this Stevie Diamond Mystery, Stevie and her partner have a thief to catch.
Buried in the bowels of one of the several intelligence agencies in the US government
is an office of clandestine medical personnel. Their mission is to analyze the health and
mental state of international persons of interest and report their findings to America's
policymakers. The team is on call 24/7 to comment on and analyze any written
observations, pictures or videos of such persons of interest that may come into the
hands of the U.S. government. The goal is to provide timely information to policymakers
and negotiators so that the United States of America may achieve maximum success in
dealing with the people concerned. Usually this is done in the safe confines of the
Agency walls, but sometimes the analysts are forced to place themselves in harms
way. Through it all and despite the circumstances, their Code of Honor is to Do No
Harm.
Musaicum Books presents to you this carefully created volume of "Jules Verne For
Children: 16 Incredible Tales of Mystery, Courage & Adventure (Illustrated Edition)".
This ebook has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices. Contents: Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea Around the World in Eighty Days A Journey to the Center of the Earth All Around
the Moon Adrift in Pacific or, Two Years' Vacation Five Weeks in a Balloon The
Mysterious Island Robur the Conqueror or, The Clipper of the Clouds Master of the
World Hector Servadac or, Off on a Comet Dick Sand, A Captain at Fifteen Eight
Hundred Leagues on the Amazon The Adventures of Captain Hatteras The Purchase of
the North Pole or, Topsy Turvy In Search of the Castaways or, The Children of Captain
Grant The Castle of the Carpathians Jules Verne (1828-1905) was a French novelist
who pioneered the genre of science fiction. A true visionary with an extraordinary talent
for writing adventure stories, his writings incorporated the latest scientific knowledge of
his day and envisioned technological developments that were years ahead of their time.
Verne wrote about undersea, air, and space travel long before any navigable or
practical craft were invented. Verne wrote over 50 novels and numerous short stories.
Some of his most successful novels appeared as a series collectively known as
Extraordinary Voyages.
Willow's Packin' Heat! Willow Crier's got a gun and the whole town will hear her bang.
During a monthly potluck at the gun club, a local war hero, Clancy, ends up fried to a
crisp. Armed with binoculars and cast Iron, Willow uncovers hidden secrets long ago
buried. While searching for the murderer, Willow is also searching for the perfect fried
chicken recipe. A painful surgery earns her sympathy, and maybe a few kisses, from
Steve, but it doesn't keep her off her feet for long. Instead she dives right into the case,
pulling a fellow gun club member into an impromptu mud wrestling contest. Embry's
engagement and Steve's investigative nature is delving up a past Willow isn't eager to
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remember. She manages to slip away from the memories to solve the case, and a
romantic evening on the ferris wheel certainly helps to keep her distracted.
“A rich, sensual, bewitching adventure of good vs. evil with love as the prize.”
~Publisher’s Weekly on ETERNITY 300 years ago, Raven St. James was hanged for
witchcraft. But she revives among the dead to find herself alive. She is an Immortal
High Witch, one of the light. A note from her mother warns that there are others, those
of the Dark, who preserve their own lives by taking the hearts of those like her. Duncan
Wallace’s forbidden love for the secretive lass costs him his life. 300 years later, he
loves her again, tormented by hazy memories of a past that can’t be real. She tells him
of another lifetime, claims to be immortal. Though he knows she’s deluded, he can’t
stay away. And the Dark Witch after her heart is far closer than either of them know. If
you liked the TV Series HIGHLANDER, you will LOVE this series. Don’t miss Book 2,
INFINITY. “A hauntingly beautiful story of a love that endures through time itself.”
~New York Times Bestselling Author, Kay Hooper “This captivating story of a love that
reaches across the centuries, becomes as immortal as the lover’s themselves,
resonates with timeless passion, powerful magic, and haunting heartbreak.”
~BN.com’s official review
Noble Dog Walking takes care of pets, even if they slither. When a ball python they’re
looking after disappears, Stephen Noble and Renée Kobai join forces with their
favourite clients, Jack Russell Ping and greyhound Pong, to find that snake. The local
animal shelter proves no help at all. The only thing they care about is their annual cat
sale. It’s starting to look like the ball python may have been stolen, when Stephen and
Renée get word that more homes have been broken into, all of them clients of Noble
Dog Walking. The case turns desperate as one by one, their clients leave. After losing
Ping and Pong as clients, too, Stephen and Renée pin their last hope on gathering all
the suspects at the animal shelter, and a real Cat-astrophe ensues.
You belong in a zoo! Christina tells her brother Grant with a grin. But grins soon turn to
grimaces as Mimi, Papa, Christina and Grant head for the zoo and find that there's
trouble in Paradise! A mystery is afoot, but whose foot is it...well, you'll just have to read
the story to see! Learn zoo animal fact and trivia along the way! Like all of Carole
Marsh's Mysteries, this mystery incorporates history, geography, culture and cliffhanger
chapters that will keep kids .begging for more! This mystery includes SAT words,
educational facts, fun and humor, built-in book club and activities. Below is the Reading
Levels Guide for this book: Grade Levels: 3-6 Accelerated Reader Reading Level: 4.7
Accelerated Reader Points: 2 Accelerated Reader Quiz Number: 114992 Lexile
Measure: 720 Fountas & Pinnell Guided Reading Level: Developmental Assessment
Level: 38
New York Times best-selling author of ten genre-bending novels Jonathan Lethem
helms this collection of the year’s best mystery short fiction. Jonathan Lethem, “one of
America’s greatest storytellers” (Washington Post), selects the best short mystery and
crime fiction of the year in this annual “treat for crime-fiction fans” (Library Journal).
The Alden children are on vacation at an aquarium in Florida. The Boxcar Children will feed the
penquins, swim with dolphins, and come face-to-face with a great white shark! But the Aldens
soon discover that the shark is in danger.
One secret quilt, two magic johnnycakes, three wishes for good luck, tons of trouble and
seconds to escape! When four real kids visit the National Underground Railroad Freedom
Center in Philadelphia, they learn the history, geography, and secrets of the Underground
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Railroad as they race to find stolen quilts before the grand opening! LOOK what's in this
mystery - people, places, history, and more! The Underground Railroad - Definition - Origins ?
Vocabulary (conductors, passengers, stations, etc.) ¥ Use of constellations ¥ Location of
stations ¥ Details of how, why, and when conductors moved passengers ¥ Use of quilts and
symbols ¥ Harriet Tubman ¥ Friendship Road ¥ Statistics ¥ Conditions along the journey north
¥ William Still, a conductor, escaped slave, author ¥ Thomas Garrett and his work as a
conductor ¥ Definition of abolitionists ¥ Beginnings of slavery ¥ Typical life of slaves ¥ Slave
auctions ¥ Plantation life ¥ Emancipation Proclamation ¥ Quakers as abolitionists ¥ Resting
trees ¥ USS Constellation ¥ History of the Liberty Bell ¥ Thomas Garrett and his work as a
conductor ¥ Definition of abolitionists ¥ Beginnings of slavery ¥ Typical life of slaves ¥ Slave
auctions ¥ Plantation life ¥ Emancipation Proclamation ¥ Quakers as abolitionists ¥ Resting
trees ¥ USS Constellation ¥ His Independence Hall, Philadelphia, PA. Like all of Carole Marsh
Mysteries, this mystery incorporates history, geography, culture and cliffhanger chapters that
will keep kids begging for more! This mystery includes SAT words, educational facts, fun and
humor, built-in book club and activities. Below is the Reading Levels Guide for this book:
Grade Levels: 3-6 Accelerated Reader Reading Level: 5.1 Accelerated Reader Points: 3
Accelerated Reader Quiz Number: 74566 Lexile Measure: 770 Fountas & Pinnell Guided
Reading Level: Q Developmental Assessment Level: 40
Anyone up for FizzerTag? Pucks and Pigskins? How about Missile Mania? You'll find
something for any group -- regardless of age, ability, or skill -- in this revised volume of Play It!
Inside are more than 150 of the hottest games from the original bestsellers Play It! And Play It
Again! Inside you'll find outdoor and indoor games, games for small and large groups . . .
relays . . . summer and winter games. . .water games. . .active and non-active games. These
community-building games are simply fun! In addition to complete rules and helpful diagrams,
Play It! helps you: -Make the most of the games. -Pick the right game for your group. -Adapt
the rules or equipment to fit your circumstances. -Choose teams creatively. Play It! contains
activities for nearly every occasion and event for use with Sunday school classes, summer
camps, children's groups, vacation Bible school, youth groups of all ages, and even groups of
adults. It's the perfect resource for teachers, youth workers, group leaders, event coordinators,
pastors, and parents!
It's a trip "Down Under" for Christina, 10, Grant, 7, and their mystery-writing grandmother Mimi!
Lots of surprises and mysterious activities unfold as the group travels through the Outback,
Queensland, and finally to the Great Barrier Reef. During a glass-bottom boat ride, they
discover more than coral and fish under the water_scuba divers and flesh-tearing moray eel
lurk beneath their boat! They shudder at the eerie screech of the Tasmanian devil and brave
the awesome Australian Outback (and Aborigines!) at night. Watch and wonder as Grant ends
up in the Camel Cup camel race_ will he make it to the finish line? Don't miss a moment of
excitement in Christina and Grant's Australian adventure! This mystery incorporates history,
geography, culture and cliffhanger chapters that keep kids begging for more! This mystery
includes SAT words, educational facts, fun and humor, Built-In Book Club and activities. This
Carole Marsh Mystery also has an Accelerated Reader quiz, a Lexile Level, a Fountas &
Pinnell guided reading level and a Developmental Reading Assessment. LOOK what's in this
mystery - people, places, history, and more! Places: Alice Springs - Uluru-Kata Tjuta National
Park - Uluru, or Ayers Rock - Kata Tjuta, or The Olgas - The Great Barrier Reef, off the coast
of Queensland - Sydney Opera House - Woolloomooloo, Sydney, Australia - Sails in the
Desert Hotel in the Yulara Resort - Sydney Harbor Bridge Educational Items: Australian
vocabulary - Legend of the Loch Ness Monster - AustraliaÕs geography during the Jurassic
Period - History of the Australian Aboriginal people - History of Uluru (Ayers Rock) and Kata
Tjuta (the Olgas) - The Great Barrier Reef; Definition of a reef; How the Great Barrier Reef
formed; Sea life in the Reef\Geography of the Reef - Equipment used in and description of
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experience of scuba diving - Differences between America and Australia (e.g. seasons are
opposite) - AnimalsÕ use of camouflage - Aboriginal music and instruments - Use of camels in
the Outback - Quick facts about Australia including its size, native plant life, geography, etc. History of Sydney - Australian animal life Below is the Reading Levels Guide for this book:
Grade Levels: 3-6 Accelerated Reader Reading Level: 5.0 Accelerated Reader Points: 2
Accelerated Reader Quiz Number: 111601 Lexile Measure: 740 Fountas & Pinnell Guided
Reading Level: Q Developmental Assessment Level: 40
Can a Los Angeles P.I. unravel an enigma wrapped in a mystery in time to stop a barbarous
racketeer with a personal vendetta? Newly-minted private eye Ben Malone, a former LAPD
homicide detective, wishes he could catch a case just so that he can pay the rent on his office
at the end of the month. But when a gorgeous and mysterious, high-class call girl shows up at
his office and hires him for a bizarre assignment, Malone is quickly reminded of the old idiom,
"be careful what you wish for."Between his new client's story starting to unravel, being forced
to keep information about a murder his client says she witnessed from his best friend and
former partner, LAPD Detective Jaime Reyes, and facing the fallout when a savagely cruel
mobster linked to his client starts to make the case personal for him, Malone is being pulled in
a hundred directions at once. Fortunately for him, he's got a friend in low places in the form of
Vasily Dmitriyev, a criminal in his own right, but someone always willing to back Malone in a
jam.As Malone, Vasily, and eventually Reyes, team up to cope with the fallout from Malone's
battle against the dark forces of the human-trafficking syndicate boss, a new problem arises
when Malone's client starts to look more like a murderer than an innocent witness to a murder.
The clock is ticking, the body count is rising, the circumstances darken, testing Malone's ability
to figure out just who is fair and who is foul. Fair Is Foul and Foul Is Fair is the second novel in
the Malone Mystery series, a riveting private investigator series of crime and suspense thrillers.
If you like breathtaking action, sarcastic humor, and a hint of romance, then you'll love Larry
Darter's edge-of-your-seat story.* This book is an edited and revamped second edition with
changes to enhance reader experience of the novel of the same name previously published by
this author.*
Mysterious thief caught. Read how Johnnie and her dog Ann caught the culprit. Be a detective
and search some of the pictures for hidden objects. Clue: There are 10 in each picture.
The corresponding Teacher's Guide is a page-by-page supplementary resource that gives you
additional activities to enhance the student's learning opportunities by using cross-curricular
materials including discussion questions, reproducible vocabulary, science, geography and
math activities. Each Teacher's Guide turns you into the expert-we've done all the research for
you! This comprehensive resource enhances the many dramatic learning opportunities
students can gain from reading this mystery by Carole Marsh. The supplementary Teacher's
Guide includes: ¥ A chapter guide of additional information, trivia, historical facts, and more to
help teachers be "Experts!" ¥ Activity ideas that make the book come dramatically to life for
young readers! ¥ The author's additional comments and thoughts about the subject ¥ Some
reproducible activities ¥ Great out-of-the-box ideas for activities.
This is Definitely Not About Your Grandma's Fish Bowl! Have you ever wished you could wave
a magic wand and transform the goldfish bowl you had as a child into an aquatic wonderland?
Or, maybe your last vacation included a visit to Sea Word and you delighted in the squeals of
laughter from your kids and promised them their own miniature version right in your own home.
Welcome, Whatever your reasons for being here it is a sure bet that you are looking for the
opportunity to create a vision of "Finding Nemo" habitat right in your own home. A noble idea
surely, but if you are caught in a time warp you need to understand that when it comes to
creating an aquarium, as the saying goes, "they've come a long way baby!" First things first.
You do realize that you gotta' have a plan, right? You know, kind of like plan your work and
work your plan? Before you run off to the pet store and start scooping up fish in a net you need
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to learn a little bit more about "fish keeping." "Fish keeping?" Yep, That is right, "fish keeping."
Or, in a more eloquent description, "keeper of fish." Did you know that "fish keeping" is actually
dated as far back as medieval times? Well it is true. But do not worry, you do not have to build
your aquarium as large as a moat. If any of this is striking a chord within, you need some help
before you embark on your "fish keeping" adventure and we highly recommend you acquire a
copy of Your Guide to Tropical Freshwater Fish Aquariums. it is definitely just what the doctor
ordered for "fish keeping 101." First things first. here is a little sample of what you will find
inside of the 100+ fishy pages: Basic Fish Anatomy - learn to distinguish between the different
types by their body configuration. Planning Your Aquarium - what size do you require, is there
any design you find more favourable, where you should place it and do you need an aquarium
stand? Furnishing your aquarium - first the basics, light, heat, filter Then comes the fun stuff how to select gravel, plants and other interior design elements and accessories. Water quality
is very important - learn how to "keep it clean." Adding the fish - learn all about the most
popular tropical freshwater fish - how many you should buy considering the tank size, should
you have more than one species and how and where to buy your fish. Selecting aquatic plants
for your aquarium and how to care for them to insure longevity. Do you want to add non-fish
species like snails, shrimp or crab? Feeding your fish - what to feed and when. Be on the alert
for disease - what to watch for and how to treat them. How to use antibiotics to control disease.
Are medicated foods the answer? Cleaning your freshwater fish aquarium. Try your hand at
breeding! Does it look like a lot of work? Make it a family project. When you are having fun,
there is no such thing as work! Seriously, before you undertake this new hobby, you need all
the help you can get and having your own copy of Your Guide to Tropical Freshwater Fish
Aquariums is just what you need to lay out your plans accordingly. Jam-packed with useful
information it is truly a top-rated guide to everything you need to know to launch that new
hobby. You are probably anxious to go out and grab the first aquarium you see and blindly pick
out some pretty fish but that is the worse thing you could do at this stage! Get some help and
plan your project from start to finish and you are assured of having a beautiful aesthetic
addition to you home. Get your copy now and happy fishing!
Award-winning author Sandy Silverthorne and John Warner’s first collection of one-minute
mysteries has sold more than 100,000 copies, and now the two offer more fun thinking puzzles
for super-sleuths of all ages. It’s an entertaining book for the whole family. Each one-page
mystery is illustrated with a hilarious cartoon that presents an obvious (and obviously
incorrect!) solution. Readers can turn to a page of clues, each one revealing more information
until the a-ha! moment finally arrives. Sure to make folks scratch their heads and think outside
the box, this is the perfect book to pass the time or pep up a party—good clean fun for anytime,
anywhere, and anyone! Previously released as Return of the One-Minute Mysteries and Brain
Teasers.
Collects over one hundred animal stories that profile unlikely friendships, acts of bravery, and
strange-but-true behaviors.
Velichko, Vera The Best on the East, volume 1: XX century most well-loved fiction from
Eastern Europe for kids and adults / by Vera Velichko.- 1st ed.
This mystery takes boys and girls on a fabulous tour of the world's largest aquarium where
they encounter Ralph and Norton (the world's largest fish!), a living coral reef, beluga whales,
"jellies," a very friendly octopus, a "4-D" movie, and more as they try to solve a mystery that
lands one character in "the tank!" Readers also learn what an aquarist is, the mission of an
aquarium, how one operates, how fish are fed and cared for, plus there's lots of fun and humor
and a Built-In Book Club so you instantly have discussion questions and activities to do at
home or in your classroom! Make your visit to an aquarium a real experience by reading The
Awesome Aquarium Mystery before or after your visit...and if you can't visit, the book and
activities make a great "virtual" field trip! Classroom cartons are available so a whole class, a
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whole grade, or the whole school can read the book and learn together. Like all of Carole
Marsh's Mysteries, this mystery incorporates history, geography, culture and cliffhanger
chapters that will keep kids begging for more! This mystery includes SAT words, educational
facts, fun and humor, built-in book club and activities. Below is the Reading Levels Guide for
this book: Grade Levels: 3-6 Accelerated Reader Reading Level: 4.7 Accelerated Reader
Points: 2 Accelerated Reader Quiz Number: 105326 Lexile Measure: 700 Fountas & Pinnell
Guided Reading Level: P Developmental Assessment Level: 38
The Fishy Friends Aquarium was ready to close for the evening when Fred the fish feeder
noticed something was not right at the Shipwreck Exhibit. What happened to the treasure in
the treasure chest? And can Sergeant Sally, with superior sleuthing and help from young
readers, crack this fishy case? 26 pages, including 8 acetate pages of see-through art. Young
readers use the punch-out paper "flashlight" to illuminate clues hidden in the art on plastic seethrough pages. Ages 4 to 9.
Dive in and solve the mystery of “The Trasher” with Maddie and Atticus in this chapter book
with fascinating marine facts, photos, and illustrations that bring the story to life! Maddie and
Atticus live with their father on the New England coast. One day, garbage starts showing up all
over town and dolphins are in trouble in the cove, so these two amateur detectives take on the
case of “The Trasher." Will Maddie’s knowledge of animals and Atticus’s problem-solving
skills be enough to save a baby dolphin and solve the mystery? Find out in this chapter book
full of fascinating marine facts, full-color photos, and colorful illustrations.
Mimi, Papa, and their grandchildren Christina, 10, and Grant, 7, visit the aquarium on its grand
opening day! They are there for fun, relaxation, and to learn a thing or two about fish. But soon,
they are immersed in a splashy situation that quickly turns into a mystery that requires a plan
to solve ... just as fast as possible!
‘Anybody But Anne’ is the fifth in the ‘Fleming Stone’ series of detective novels by prolific
author Carolyn Wells. Wealthy David Van Wyck has decided to become a philanthropist and
leave his entire vast fortune to the local community. Whilst a noble intention, his family are
opposed to the notion as it would leave them penniless. Following a meeting to certify his
intentions, David is found dead in a locked room. His beautiful wife Anne is the obvious
suspect, but there are many others who would have reason to want David out of the picture. A
thrilling whodunnit from the popular author. Carolyn Wells (1862-1942) was a prolific American
novelist and poet, best known for her children’s literature, mystery novels and humorous
verse. Following school in New Jersey, Wells worked as a librarian, where she developed her
love of reading. It was during 1896 that Wells' first book ‘At the Sign of the Sphinx’ was
published. From 1900 she dedicated herself to her literary career, writing over 170 novels in
total across a range of genres. Some of her most loved works include the ‘Patty Fairfield’ and
‘Marjorie Maynard’ series for girls, as well as the ‘Fleming Stone’ mystery series for adults.
Wells is also well-known for her humorous nonsense verse, and was a frequent contributor of
verse to magazines. She published an autobiography ‘The Rest of my Life’ in 1937. Wells
died in New York City in 1942.

In his introduction, guest editor James Patterson observes, “I often hear people
lamenting the state of Hollywood . . . If that’s the case, I’ve got one thing to say:
read these short stories. You can thank me later.” Patterson has collected a
batch of stories that have the sharp tension, drama, and visceral emotion of an
Oscar-worthy Hollywood production. Spanning the extremes of human behavior,
The Best American Mystery Stories 2015 features characters that must make
desperate choices: an imaginative bank-robbing couple, a vengeful high school
shooter, a lovesick heiress who will do anything for her man, and many others in
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“these imaginative, rich, complex tales” worthy of big-screen treatment. The Best
American Mystery Stories, 2015 includes Tomiko M. Breland, Lee Child, Michael
Connelly, Jeffery Deaver, Brendan DuBois, Janette Turner Hospital, Dennis
Lehane, Theresa E. Lehr, Joyce Carol Oates, and others JAMES PATTERSON,
guest editor, has sold over 300 million books worldwide, including the Alex Cross,
Michael Bennett, Women’s Murder Club, Maximum Ride, and Middle School
series. He supports getting kids reading through his children’s book imprint,
jimmy patterson, as well as through scholarships, grants, book donations, and his
website, ReadKiddoRead.com. OTTO PENZLER, series editor, is a renowned
mystery editor, publisher, columnist, and the owner of New York’s The
Mysterious Bookshop, the oldest and largest bookstore solely dedicated to
mystery fiction. He has edited more than fifty crime-fiction anthologies.
While visiting an aquarium in Florida, the Aldens discover that the Ocean
Adventure Park's great white shark has a very human enemy.
This carefully crafted ebook: "No Name (Mystery Classic) " is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. No Name is a 19thcentury novel revolving around the issue of illegitimacy. The story begins in 1846,
at Combe-Raven in West Somerset, the country residence of the happy
Vanstone family. In the first scene, the reader is introduced to Mr. Andrew
Vanstone, Mrs. Vanstone, and their two daughters Norah, age 26, happy and
quiet, and the irrepressible Magdalen, just 18, beautiful but with a steely jaw.
They live in peace and contentment, looked after by their governess, Miss Garth.
Magdalen likes nothing better than to read at her window while her personal maid
combs through and through her long hair. Wilkie Collins (1824-1889) was an
English novelist, playwright, and author of short stories. His best-known works
are The Woman in White, No Name, Armadale, and The Moonstone.
Anxious young Stephen Noble and his friend Renée are the dogwalking
detectives! This special three-book bundle collects the first three book in The
Great Mistake Mysteries. Includes The Great Mistake Mystery Dogwalker
Stephen Nobel has a habit of overanalyzing things. When the bomb squad
searches his school and a car crashes into the building, Stephen can’t leave it
alone. But now his new friend Renée and his furry clients Ping and Pong are
wrapped up in a dangerous mystery with a real criminal! The Artsy Mistake
Mystery Renée and Stephen team up when Renée’s brother Attila is accused of
stealing the outdoor art that’s been disappearing all over the neighbourhood.
Convinced that Attila is innocent, Renée and Stephen set out to find the truth
about the missing art. The Snake Mistake Mystery In the third Great Mistake
Mystery, Stephen and Renée investigate a recent robbery that has been pinned
on the Noble Dogwalking Agency. The crime involves a missing python and a key
that Stephen says he lost. Stephen and Renée need to solve this case or the
Noble Dogwalking Agency will go under!
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